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*Traffic jams in Vietnam frequently take 
place in Hanoi capital and Ho Chi Minh 
City.

*Even in new city like Da Nang, traffic 
congestion became a real problem and 
time by time more serious in social life.

*There are many solutions were planned to 
reduce traffic congestion in Hanoi, Danang
and HCMC

https://www.vietnamonline.com/destination/hanoi.html
https://www.vietnamonline.com/destination/ho-chi-minh-city.html
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*Among those solutions, Intelligent Traffic 

Management System (ITMS) is a relative low 

cost, fast-responded effective solution.

*The first (ITMS) was installed (2014) and is 

operating now in Hanoi Traffic Management 

Center.

*The system includes intelligent video analytics 

to automatically extract traffic information for 

optimal traffic network management.
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*Accurate Traffic Object Detection

*At different distances=> Different object scales

*CPU or GPU requirements: Computing resource

*Computing Architecture: Embedded or 

Centralized/ Arm<>Intel CPU platforms

*Processing Speed 
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*We test the same input traffic video for 
Tensorflow’s object detection models: Faster 
R-CNN, R-FCN, SSD and YOLOv3.

*Those models are some of the best and most 
widely used object detection models out there 
right now.

*The tests are made with pre-trained models. If 
we do train the models with real on-site traffic 
monitoring videos, the results can be much 
better 
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*Scan the input image for possible objects using 

an algorithm called Selective Search, 

generating ~2000 region proposals

*Run a convolutional neural net (CNN) on top of 

each of these region proposals

*Take the output of each CNN and feed it into 

a) an SVM to classify the region and b) a linear 

regressor to tighten the bounding box of the 

object, if such an object exists.
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Improved on its detection speed through two 

main augmentations

*Performing feature extraction over the 

image before proposing regions, thus only 

running one CNN over the entire image instead 

of 2000 CNN’s over 2000 overlapping regions

*Replacing the SVM with a softmax layer, thus 

extending the neural network for predictions 

instead of creating a new model
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*The main insight of Faster R-CNN was to replace the 
slow selective search algorithm with a fast neural net. 
Specifically, it introduced the region proposal 
network (RPN).

* At the last layer of an initial CNN, a 3x3 sliding window 
moves across the feature map and maps it to a lower 
dimension (e.g. 256-d)

* For each sliding-window location, it 
generates multiple possible regions based on k fixed-
ratio anchor boxes (default bounding boxes)

* Each region proposal consists of a) an “objectness” score 
for that region and b) 4 coordinates representing the 
bounding box of the region
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*Faster R_CNN performed region proposals and 

region classifications in two separate steps: 

*A region proposal network to generate regions of 

interest; 

*Either fully-connected layers or position-sensitive 

convolutional layers to classify those regions. 

*SSD does the two in a “single shot,” 

simultaneously predicting the bounding box 

and the class as it processes the image.
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* Pass the image through a series of convolutional layers, 
yielding several sets of feature maps at different scales (e.g. 
10x10, then 6x6, then 3x3, etc.)

* For each location in each of these feature maps, use a 3x3 
convolutional filter to evaluate a small set of default 
bounding boxes. These default bounding boxes are essentially 
equivalent to Faster R-CNN’s anchor boxes.

* For each box, simultaneously predict a) the bounding box 
offset and b) the class probabilities

* During training, match the ground truth box with these 
predicted boxes based on IoU. The best predicted box will be 
labeled a “positive,” along with all other boxes that have an 
IoU with the truth >0.5.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaccard_index
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*Prior detection systems repurpose classifiers or 

localizers to perform detection. They apply the 

model to an image at multiple locations and scales. 

High scoring regions of the image are considered 

detections.

*YOLO applies a single neural network to the full 

image. This network divides the image into regions 

and predicts bounding boxes and probabilities for 

each region. These bounding boxes are weighted by 

the predicted probabilities.
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*Samsung Exynos5422 Cortex-A15 

2Ghz and Cortex-A7 Octa core CPUs

*2Gbyte LPDDR3 RAM PoP stacked

*Gigabit Ethernet port, USB 2.0 Host

*Linux server OS

*Operating Temperature: up to 600C, 

suitable for road-side installation in 

Vietnam
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Model name 1 frame proc.time maxcpu

ssd_mobilenet_v2_coco 7-8.5 250%

faster_rcnn_inception_v2

_coco

18.5-19.5 740%

faster_rcnn_resnet50_coc

o

42-43 700%

faster_rcnn_resnet101_co

co

55-56 780%

yolov1 7.2 380%
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ssd_mobilenet 8s 250% faster_rcnn_inception 19s 740%

faster_rcnn_resnet50 42s 700% faster_rcnn_resnet101 55s 780%

Yolov1  7s 380%
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*Some AI object detection models are installed 
and tested in specific Vietnamese made 
embedded computing platform.

*Best object detection performance/computing 
resources ratio is selection criteria

*Automatic Flow Data Extraction from Camera 
Monitoring System is ready for Intelligent 
Traffic Management with high efficiency

*Development of Yoyo-embedded AI model will 
be focused in future plan 


